RESIDENTIAL BUILDING
CLOVELLY, NSW

smoke containment screens • smoke curtains • fire curtains • horizontal fire curtains • smoke & heat release vents • natural ventilation • fire resistant glazing • horizontal glazing • glazed smoke doors • glazed fire doors • metal fire shutters & other specialty systems
**Goal**
Provide fire protection to opening windows close to boundaries.

**Solution**
Provide Stopline fixed and Autofire operable fire rated windows.

**Design Considerations**
No more shutters! Metal fire shutters can be very large, heavy and unsightly. Stopline windows can be used instead of metal fire shutters because they have a fire rating of /60/ when tested in accordance with AS1530.4. The system complies with the Building Code Clause C3.4.

**Options**
The ultimate cost saving! Only Smoke Control offers a complete range of solutions for protecting windows close to boundaries including: Stopline fire rated windows, automatic closing fire rated windows, Metashield fire shutters, windowshield fire curtains and stopline fire rated glass blocks.